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ABSTRACT
Let (x., Yv), v= I , .. ., k be po ints of interpolation with 0 < X l < ... < Xk :S; 231
and let 1 < p :S; 00 . We consider sequences {Sm } of 231-periodic functions which
interpolat e the data optimally in t ho sense t hat
IIS~')lI p=minimum .
The main results, wh ich depend on the parity of k , concern the asymptotic behavior
of Sm(X) as m tends to infinity .
l. k =2n + 1. Let T (x) be t he unique polynomial
( I) ao .. .T( x) = - + L (aq cos q» +bq sin 'I x)
2 'l~ l
that int er polat es t he data. Then
(2) lim Sm(x )= T (x ) uniformly In );.
1>>-+00
2. k = 2n . Among all interpolants ( I) let T(x ) be that polynomial such that
a;+b~ = minim um .
For t his T(x) again (2) holds .
AMS (1'10S) Subject Classificat ions : P r imary 41A15; Seco ndary 42A12 .
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In 1940 J. Favard wrote "Sur l'interpolation," a paper which has at-
tracted some attention during the past few years [2], [3], [8]. Favard's
work raises many interesting questions (o.g . [3]) and we would now like
to address one which appears in the very final paragraph of his paper:
to wit, how docs one handle interpolation of periodic data by smooth
m-times differentiable functions and what is the asymptotic behavior of
these smooth interpolating functions as m tends to infinity. The present
paper is accordingly divided into two sections. In the first section we
approach the interpolation problem as a constrained minimization and
obtain a sequence 8 m of spline interpolants. The asymptotic behavior of
this sequence is determined in the second section.
We deal always with uniform convergence on the period, while the
constrained minimization is posed in each of the L p norms, 1 <p <=.
However the limit of the sequence 8 m does not depend on p, but rather
is completely determined by the given data. The case when p = 2 has
been settled earlier by M. V. Golitschek [6] and also by I. J . Schoenberg
[9]. The new ideas necessary to handle the case of p #- 2, and in particular
p = oo, consistute the novelty of the present paper.
§ I. Fix (xv, yv), v = 1, ... , k as the points of interpolation and assume
0<Xl <X2 < .. . <xk<2n and k ;;.2. We denote by W: the space of 2n-
periodic functions whose (m-l)th derivative is absolutely continuous and
whose mth-derivative is in the Lebesgue space L p (0, 2n ). Put
~p= {f E W: lf(x.) =yv, V= 1, ... , k}.
Our problem is to determine solutions of
(1.1) min Ilf<m)llp.
!E.~p
For nonperiodic data the results for this interpolation problem are well
known [4], [2], and we merely adapt the effective approach of de Boor
and others to the present case of periodic data. When p = oo the result
for the periodic case reads as
THEOREM 1. Problem (1.1) has a solution 8 which is a periodic perfect
spline function of degree m with at most 2[(kJ2)] knots . Mor e precisely
except at the knots and
c= min Ilf<m)ll oo'
!eoFoo
Moreover it m :»k the solution 8 is unique.
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REMARK : Except for the uniqueness statement , this fact has been
observed by others, notabl y B. D. Boj anov [1] an d W . F orst [5].
PROOF: We first convert our interpolation condit ions into moment
condit ions. For every integer j and y = 1, ... , k put
X'+ik= x.+2nj
Y.+ik =Y.·
Based on the nodes {x.}~ - 00, const ruct the B-splines M. of degree m - 1
defined as the Peano kernels of divided differences of order m. Thus for
any j E :IF00 and an y integer Y
"'.+m
[y., "' , Y.+m] = J M.(t)j<m )(t)dt.
"'.
Now form rp.(t )= .4:-00 M.+ik(t), 11 = 1, .. . , k. Clearly t he rp. are 2n-periodic
and linearly independent.
Now for any j E:F00 set
2n
(1.2) c,, = f rp.(t )j<m )(t)dt, Y= 1, . .. , k.
o
\Ve now solve the constrained minim ization problem
2n
(1.3) min Ilgli oo subject to J rp.(t)g(t)dt =c., Y= 1, ... , k.
o
Let 1 denote the linear span of {rp'}~- l' We view 1 as a k-dimensional
subspace of L 1(O, 2n), and on 1 we define a linear fun ctional Aby sett ing
Arp.=C., Y= 1, ... , k.
It follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem and the identification of Li
with Loo that there exists a solu tion g* E Loo(O, 2n ) of the above minimum
problem (1.3). Clearly IIg*lloo = IIAII.
To determine the st ructure of th e function g*(t ), let us suppose that
A achieves its norm for the functi on s E 1. Thus IIslh= 1 and AS = IIAII .
Suppose for the moment t hat t he periodic spline s vanishes on no interval.
Then fr om Rolle's t heorem we conclude that s(t ) has no more t ha n 2[(kf2)]
zeros on its period. Observe also
2n
(1.4) IIg* 11 00 = 11211 = As= f s(t)g*(t)dt .,;;; Ilg*1I 001ls1l1= Ilg*lIoo '
o
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So eq uality must hold throughout and so
g* (t) = Ilg* [sign s(t ),
except at 2[(kj2)] points or less where s(t) = o.
Now if m :»]: it follows from t he minimum support property of the
B-splines 1lf.(t) that e cannot vanish on an interval. So g*(t ) is in this case
uniquely determined by sign s(t) . If m < k and s(t ) should actually vanish
on an interval, we need some additional t echnical details in order to see
that there is some solution g*(t) with constant absolute value and at most
2[(k j 2)] sign changes. For these det ails, we refe r t he reader t o [2].
'1'0 conclude our proof of Theorem l observe first
2n 2'1f g(t)dt = f f<m) (t )dt = o.
o 0
So g has an m-fold periodic integral, defined uniquely up to an additive
constant . Let Sl(t) be one such integral and put p(t ) = Sl (t ) - f(t). 'I'hen
2n 2n 00
0= f p<m>(t)!p.(t)dt= f p<m)(t)( 2 1lf,(t + 2nj))dt
o 0 i--oo
00 2"2 f p<m) (t )llf.(t + 2nj )dt
1- - 00 0
00
= 2
1- - 00
00
= 2
1- - 00
2" 11+1)f p<m> (t - 2nj )1lf.(t)dt
2ni
2n<i+ l)f p<m>(t).M.(t)dt
2'11
00
= f p<m>(t).1lf,(t)dt.
-00
Thus the divided differences of p(t) vanish ; hence on the nodes p(t) must
reduce to a constant po. So S(t) = Sl(t) - po interpolates the data and
yields the desired solution of Theorem 1.
For arbitrary p, 1<P < 00 , we obtain by the same met hod as above
the following proposit ion. In case p = 2, the int erpolating spline S is
structurally characterized as the interpolating spline with knots at the X"
see [8]; for other p the struct ure of S is less t ransparent , but has been
discus sed to some extent by Golomb [7], also by de Boor [3].
PROPOSITION: For each p , 1 < P < 00, there is a unique S E .f7p minimizing
IIS<m)llp. T hi s S is character i zed by the relat i on
S<Ill> (x) = Is(x )lq- l sign 8(;1:)
where q i s conj ugate to p and s i s a spline in .At.
Before leaving quest ions of interpolat ion, let us recall some results
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concerning interpolation by trigonometric polynomials. For k odd, say
k = 2n + l , there is a unique trigonometric polynomial T( x) of order n
satisfying
(1.5) T( x.) =y•. '11 = 1, . . . , 2n+ 1.
It is convenient at tim es to write
(1.6)
or
ao n
1'(x) = 2' +- L (aqcosqx +bqsinqx)
q-l
2n + l
(1.7) T( x) = L y.l,,(x)
.-1
where l.(x) are the Lagrange functions for the nodes X l, ... , X2nH .
For k even , k = 2n , there is a one parameter family of interpolating n tb
order trigonom etric polynomials with
(1.8) T( x.) =y., '11 = 1, . .. , 2n
and Schoenb erg [8] has suggested singling out t he one with least amplitude
for the terms of highest frequency:
DEFINITION : Among the T( x) of the form (1.6) and satisfying the inter-
polation conditions (1.8) we determine the unique T(x) which satisfies the
condition that
n': -I- h: = mirrimn m
--.. I - n - ------ -- _ . --.
This T is called the p roximal interpolant .
Consider the fun ction
2n
1p(x) = IT
.-1
. x - x.
SIll ~
Evidently 1p vanishes precisely at the Xv and so if 1'l(X) satisfies the
interpolation conditions (1.8) so does T 1(x)+A1p(X) for an y value A. Using
t his observation one can easily establish the followin g lemma [9] :
LEMMA 1: The proximal interpolant T(x) is uniquely characterized as
the interpolant of the form
n - l 2"
(1.9) T( x) = ! ao+ L (aq cos qx +bq sin qx) + .x sin (nx- ~· L J:. ).
q -l . - J
§ 2. For t he data (Xv , y. ), '11= l , "' , k, we solve the problem in Theorem I
for every positive integer m. This yields a sequ ence {Sm(X) };;;'-1 of periodic
perfect splines, all of which interpolate t he same data . Alternatively,
5 19
obtain as in t he Proposition a similar sequence {Sm(X)}~- l which minimizes
IIS<ml llp , 1<P < 00. In any case, the following t heorem describes the
asymptotic behavior of these sequences.
THEOREM 2 : Depending on whether k is odd 01' even, let T(x) be the
unique interpolating trigonometric polynomial as determined in § 1 by (1.6)
lor k= 2n + l and by (1.9) lor k = 2n . T hen lor every j=O, 1, . . . , we have
lim S~)(x) = T (jl(x) unilormly in x .
ffl - l-OO
§ 2.1. The number 01 data is odd : k = 2n +1.
We need t o write the Fourier series for our functions. Since we will
differentiate the resulting ser ies, it is convenient t o use the complex form
even though all fun ct ions concerned are real. Accordingly , let
00
(2.1) Sm(x) = .! cs,meisx = Um(x)+Rm(x);
-00
here we have set
n
Um(x )= .! cs,meisx, R m(x) = .! cs,meisx.
-n Isl>n
LEMMA 2 : Eor j = 0, 1, 2, ... , limm-ooo Rlt/(x) = °unilormly in x.
PROOF: Observe that
1 2" 1 2" e- ist
Cs,m= -2 S Sm(t)e- tst dt = -2 S S: )(t) ( . ) dt,
no no -tS m
so by HOlder 's inequality
ICs,ml <; I s~m IIS:11Ip·
Since T also interpolates the given data, we have from t he optimality
property of S m that
(2.2) IIS:)llp<; IIT<mlll p<;; nmllTllp,
where the last inequality is that of Bernstein-Zygmund. Hence
so
(2.4) IRm(x)1<;; .! [c] <;; IITlip .! I~ 1m .
Isl>n Is!>n S
Clearly as m tends to infinity, the right hand side of (2.4) t ends to 0,
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and t hus the lemma is proved for j = O. For arbit rary j we find in exac t ly
the same way
(2.5) \nl
m
-
j
IR~)(x)l<njIITllp 1 - ,m>j+l,
Isl>n S
which completes the proof.
Using Lemma 2, the case of k = 2n+ I of Theorem 2 follows qui te eas ily.
Indeed
Sm(x )= Um(X) +R m(x)
and from
lim R m(x)=O
m-+OO
it follows
lim Um(xv) =Yv, v= l, .. . , 2n+1.
m- ).oo
But as Yv= T (xv) and each Um is a trigonometric polynomial of order n,
we conclude
lim Um(x )= T(x)
m-oo
uniformly in x. Finally observing that the operat ion of differentiation is
continu ous when restrict ed t o trigonometric polynomials of ord er n , we
have
lim s!,!i(x) = lim U~) (x)+ lim R;t;( x) = lim U~)(x) = T( j)(x)
m~OO m-+OO m---JooOO
uniformly in x .
§ 2.2 . The number of data is even: k = 2n.
Th e even case is mor e subtle and to prove the result we need the precise
value of
lim Iln-mS:)llp, 1 < p< oo
fn-+OO
which is itse lf a result of ind ependent interest. F or convenience in what
follows, we take the norm to be
l{21r If(x)I Pdx }l/P 1<v < 00ll fllp = noess snp If(x) 1 p =oo.
As a preliminary observation in the case k = 2n we first pi ck a point
xo7'= x. mod 2n, V= 1, ... , 2n. We then prove
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LEMMA 3 : Fix 1<p <; ex> and let {S m} be the sequence 01 interpolating
sp lines as determi ned in § I. Then
(2.6) S m(XO)=(!i(1).
PROOF : R ecall tha t Sm(X)= U71l(x )+ R m(x ) and from Lemma 2 (which
still applies as the parity of the number of data points plays no role)
lim Rm(x) = O.
m-+OO
Thus it is sufficient to show
(2.7) 'fjm = Um(XO)=(1)(1).
Using the Lagrange interpolation formula, we have
2..
Um(X) = ! (y. +e:' )lv(x )+ 'fj71ll0(X)
. =1
where again from Lemma 2 e': = O(l ), 1
'
= 1, . .. , 2n . Now for some a# O
and ~,
lo(x) = a sin (nx +~) + lower terms.
Th en the same argument whi ch produced (2.3) yields
2n
(2.8) I Sm(x) sin (nx + ~)dx = (1) (1).
o
On t he other hand
2" 2nS S m(x) sin (nx + ~)dx = J (Um(x) +Rm(x)) sin (nx +~)dx
o 0
(2.9)
2"J Um(x) sin (nx +~)dx
o
2n ~ 2nJ ( ! (y. +e:' )l. (x )) sin (nx +~)d;l; +'Y}m S lo(x) sin (nx +~)dx
o . -1 0
Together (2.8) and (2.9) yield (2.7).
Taken in conjunction Lemmas 2 an d 3 guarantee that subsequent ial
limits of the sequence S m(x) exist uniformly in x. In particular from
Lemma 3 we have that the trigonometric polynomials Um are bound ed
at 2n + 1 distinct point s and so t he sequence Um has subse quential limit s.
But from Lemma 2 it follows t hat any such limit (which mu st be a
trigonometric polynomial) is also a limit of t he correspo nding subse quence
of Sm. We finish the proof of Theorem 2 by showing t hat t he only such
limiting trigonometric polynomial is the unique proximal interpolant T
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singled out in § 1. This is proved by t he following t wo lemmas, where we
a.rgue for subsequences wit hou t indicat ing t his in t he notation.
LEM MA 4 : L et {S m} denote any subsequence and suppose
lim S m(x )= T (x) = a sin (nx +w)+ lower order t erms.
~oo
Then
(2.10) I· 'of II SImI ( )1· lal I 1 I 1rm j n- m m X P>21 ' II ' < P <'= , - +- =.~oo SIll X q P q
I 'ROOF: 'Ve argue for m even; m odd goes analogously. Clearl y
2JJ 2n
lim S S m(x ) sin (nx+w)dx = S T(x) sin (nx + w)dx =na.
~oo 0 0
On integrating by parts m times we get,
1 2n
lim ( -1 )m/2n m .f S;::'l (x) sin (nx + lV )dx = n ex ;
~ 0
and since
t he result follows.
LEMMA 5 : S uppos e lor some fJ an d •
U(x ) = fJ sin (n x +. )+ V (:l: )
satixfies U(x. )= y., v = I , " ' , 2n ; V(x) a tr igonometric polynomial 01 order
n -1. Then
(2.11) lim sup Iln-m s (m) (x) 11 <, !fJl I < p <,= .
m-->OO m P 211sm xllq '
P R OOF: By a t rans lation we can assume . = O. Because of t he minimal
nature of S m(x), we need only produce for an y given e » 0 an F( x) which
interpolates an d for which
nm
IIF <m) (x)llp <, 21 ' II (/fJl+c).SIn x q
Also as seen in § I IIS: )(x)lIp depends continuously on t he data and hence
t he F we produce need only interpolate the data (.1:., y.), 1'= I , ... , 2n
wit hin E; and not necessaril y exactly .
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For q conjugate to p , we cons ide r the function
AIsi.n xl q ,
sm x
with it s Fourier series given by
00
L Cs sin sx .
8- 1
F orm
(2. 12) 00 rlF( x)= L c8 - U(sx )
8=1 sm
for e near 1- and U as in t he statement of the lom ma. Since
Cl =
_1 2nS ' Isi.n xlq
1'0 sin x dx = 1
n 0 SIn x
we have
F(X)= e U(x)+ (g(2~) .
Thus F(x) sa t isfies the interpolation conditions within an error of
(g(l-el +(0 (2~) '
whi ch is lese, than 8 for (] close to I - and m large, as t hey will be chosen .
Next observe from the uni form convergence of (2. 12) when e < l, we
have for m even (a similar analys is will hold if m odd)
00 00
F<m)(x )= L csesU <m )(s:c )= ( _l)m/2fJnm L csQs sin nsx +
8- 1 8~ 1(2.1 3)
00
+ L cses V <m)(sx ).
8=1
Now observe that the series of t he first term is the Abel sum for
00. [sin nx jqL Cs sm snx =A-.-- .
8 ~ 1 SIn nx
For the series of t he second term, we have
and so t he series is
(0 (_1 .(n-1)m) .
1-e
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Thus (2.13) is estimated by
[sin nxl q ( 1 )(2.14) FCm)(:I:)= ( - I )m/2(3nm }. - . -- +lD(l -e)nm 'HD --(n-l)m .
sin nx 1 - (!
We make the error in (2.14) less than enm by first choosing (! sufficiently
close to 1 - and then choosing m sufficiently large. Taking th« L p norm
we then have
(2.15)
But as
(12n [sin nXlpq)I/P _ (1 2n • q)I/P _ • q/1J _ 1). -2 f I' I - J. -2 f Ism xl - J.lls1l1 xllq - 211 ' I 'n 0 SIn nx P n 0 SIn x q
(2.15) implies (2.11) .
Now Theorem 2 follows immediately from Lemmas 4 and 5 and the
previous remarks. The proximal interpolant T, by its very definition,
provides a U for Lemma 5 with the smallest possible (3. Thus (2.11) holds
with this {J. So by Lemma 4 in conjunction with (2.11) no subsequence
of Sm can converge to any other trigonometric polynomial other than
the proximal interpolant. It follows that the full sequence Sm converges
uniformly to 'I', \Ve then can argue just as in § 2.1 that for j = 0, 1, ...
lim S~(x) = T(j)(x) uniformly in x.
"......00
\,ye will close with a corollary concerning the perfect splines of'l'heorem I,
the case p = 00.
COROLLARY: L et T be the interpolant of our Theorem 2 and let 1X denote
the amplitude of the terms of frequency n in T. Then.
lim n-mIIS;:'llloo = ; £x.
m.....oo
PROOF: This follows immediately from Lemmas 4 and 5 and the obser-
vation that when q= 1, }. = (n/4) .
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